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I claim that there exists a law in the world of

professional wrestling – simply, that in this strange

land, there are no wholly uneventful or mediocre

years. When the American wrestling scene was

languishing, perhaps as cold as it had ever been in the

early to mid 1990s, Japan and Mexico were booming

both financially and artistically. Similarly, when

NJPW was stumbling, groggy and directionless from

its most dire of periods, NOAH appeared radiant in

the last of its golden years, the US indies had just

begun to sprint into their own, and Mistico was near

the height of his powers.

This law was predictably obeyed by the year that was,

2016. Where WWE stagnated further creatively, they

saw regular injections of major international talent,

producing more content in a wider assortment of

niches than at any time in their history. Consequently,

NJPW lost two of their biggest stars, but by beginning

restoration efforts immediately, they elevated a pair of

upper carders to superstar status in the eyes of their

loyal fanbase. All the while, two of the promotion’s

most grizzled veterans went on to have arguably the

best in-ring years of anyone on the roster. And the

indies, facing the largest talent raids the business has

seen in well over a generation, still retained and

continued to cultivate phenoms on the mat and in the

air.

The year in lucha libre didn’t feature spectacles at the

level of 2014, nor did it house the stunning news

stories of 2015, but was by no means uneventful.

AAA drama characteristically boiled over into the

public eye as CMLL’s simmered behind the curtain.

And whilst 2016 was a similarly quite year for one of

the country’s most prominent independent groups,

IWRG pulled off a de apuestas match some will call

the match of the year.



Through all of this – the departures, signings,

spectacles, debates, absurdity, and five-star matches –

wrestling coverage was as broad and eclectic as it has

ever been. Through the escalation of WWE’s

international vision, the bolstering of their roster, and

atrophy of creative, viewing habits had to change.

Some fans decided to focus on programming that

strictly aimed to satisfy their niche interests, others

immersed themselves entirely in the ethos of the

global juggernaut, and many more drifted away

almost entirely.

The footage boom, which started in the 2000s, has

accelerated to the extent that future slowdown appears

near inconceivable. This content isn’t strictly limited

to footage either. The podcast bubble refuses to burst

both for “personality podcasters” and hobbyists alike.

Reviewers, wrestlers, commentators, and historians

continue to introduce fellow fans to new promotions,

eras, regions, and styles as footage reaches ever

greater standards of accessibility. With increasing

exposure at nearly every point on the pro-wrestling

globe, interest in the examination of wrestling culture,

and the manner in which it interacts within broader

society only intensified.

Within this rapidly-flowing torrent of content, any fan

– regardless of how casual, jaded lapsed, or burnt out

– can somehow, somewhere, find pro-wrestling

footage, writing, reviews, or podcasts to engage with,

grapple with, ponder over, and enjoy. And it is this

sentiment that we hope to capture, or at least

approximate, in the 2016 edition of the CCN

yearbook. We hope to make those somehow’s and

somewhere’s just a little clearer, to chronicle the

feelings of the year’s wrestling pundits, fans, and

historians, and hopefully to honestly showcase the

overwhelming diversity on offer from professional

wrestling and its coverage in the year 2016.



– Ryan Clingman, Cubed Circle Newsletter Co-Editor
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spearhead The Spectacle of Excess, a blog I like

to describe as Barthes-inspired wrestling theory

and criticism. We look at wrestling as a theatrical

art form, and examine its political, economic, literary,

linguistic, and thematic angles. While we’re

interested in all areas of professional wrestling and

wrestling fandom, we have until recently been

primarily concerned with WWE. From our point of

view, 2016 was a year of upheaval, evolution, and

swerve in WWE, the effects of such dramatic shifting

causing ripples of change for everyone associated

with the industry.

Early in 2016, WWE was noticeably stagnant.

Everyone was still grumbling about Roman Reigns,

the embarrassing divas division, and the tone deaf

booking that was sabotaging one of the most talented

rosters in memory. Triple H cut a series of promos in

which he postured like an angry oligarch, casting

Vince McMahon as God and WWE as religion,

taunting the audience about their pathetic
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insignificance in the world. And yet one of his

historic promos hinted at the profound changes on the

horizon, in which he framed his own character’s

career narrative in terms of the Rolling Stones classic

“Sympathy For the Devil”: “Please allow me to

introduce myself: I’m a man of wealth and taste. I

been around for a long, long year, and lay many a

man’s soul to waste.” At the time I posed the

question: was Trips perhaps hanging around St.

Petersburg (as the song goes) because he saw it was a

time for change?

Indeed, profound changes were already underway

while Triple H was delivering his series of tyrant

promos. Various NXT call ups, including several

revolutionary women, were gradually finding their

rhythm and revitalizing the main roster, and AJ Styles

bypassed NXT and debuted at the Royal Rumble in

January without WWE's customary name change,

billed instead by the name he made iconic in his

storied career in NJPW, TNA, and ROH. Not only did
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Styles move almost immediately into the main event

picture, he did so wearing a vest often adorned with

kanji characters, as a kind of hieroglyphic reminder

of his prominence in Japan. This, I contend, caused a

monumental revision of WWE’s self-narrative, and a

dramatic shift in wrestling’s economic structure:

WWE was finally admitting, implicitly at first, but

eventually as a rule, that they are competitors in a

dynamic global market rather than an unshakeable

corporate monopoly.



“But really, the most

memorable moment of

2016’s Wrestlemania was

Stephanie McMahon

performing a sort of

homage to the “There is

no Dana only Zuul” scene

from Ghostbusters”

On a RAW just a few weeks before Wrestlemania

came the sudden, unexpected return of prodigal

Shane McMahon, who dropped a mini-pipebomb

condemning the direction of the company under

Stephanie’s leadership just as she was accepting the

highly ironic Vincent J. McMahon Legacy of

Excellence Award. Shane’s promo seemed to have

been written using IWC talking points: he laid bare

the company’s plague of injuries, lagging stocks, and

abysmal ratings, and demanded his rightful place in

the McMahon family legacy. Shane challenged both

his sister and his father, claiming his own children as

the rightful heirs to the company. Things got all

Shakespearean for a minute, the tired McMahon

family drama suddenly full of new intrigue and

possibility.

Shane’s return was a clear sign that a tide of

evolution had begun to surge. But there were still a

few months when the product still felt more fish than

lizard, if you will. Unlike the powerful spectacle of

Wrestlemania 31 in 2015, which had Rusev riding in

on a tank and Triple H entering in full Terminator

regalia flanked by a squadron of apocalyptic robots,
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Wrestlemania 32 felt mostly like average pay-perview fare. Sure, the new women’s championship belt

was revealed to replace the sad old divas butterfly

belt, and Charlotte beat both Becky Lynch and Sasha

Banks for it, which was certainly cool. And Shane

McMahon’s Hell in a Cell match against the

Undertaker for control of RAW was at least an

attempt at a Wrestlemania-calibur spectacle, even

though the scenario felt capricious, and he got to run

RAW the next night anyway even though he lost the

match. But really, the most memorable moment of

2016’s Wrestlemania was Stephanie McMahon

performing a sort of homage to the “There is no Dana

only Zuul” scene from Ghostbusters, atop a set that

was some kind of cemetery/industrial hybrid, which

didn't actually seem apropos of anything in particular.



AJ Styles after winning the then WWE World Championship,

September 2016. Visible in this picture is “club” written

phonetically in kanji on the side of his jacket.



In late April, WWE started hyping the New Era with

periodic promos and an abundance of mentions, and

at first it seemed like little more than a marketing

push aimed at creating a more auspicious main roster

environment for the influx of talent coming up from

NXT. Payback featured a match between the

Vaudevillains and Enzo &amp; Cass, two newly ascended,

well crafted tag teams who were in the process of

revitalizing a tag division that had been mostly

stagnant for years, as well as a long awaited grudge

match between fresh (relatively speaking) faced Sami

Zayn and Kevin Owens, after which Owens made

note of their fourteen-year friendship/rivalry as

independent wrestlers. Extreme Rules featured
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several intriguing spectacles, including a tornado tag

match between the Usos and new NJPW recruits

Anderson &amp; Gallows, an action-packed fatal fourway for the Intercontinental Belt featuring a Cesaro,

Miz, Zayn, and Owens, and an asylum match

between Dean Ambrose and Chris Jericho, which

ended in thumbtacks (to my delight!). Money In the

Bank saw Ambrose finally break free from his

booking sabotage to take both the briefcase and the

title from Seth Rollins, who had just beat Roman

Reigns for it: a thrill for Shield marks everywhere,

even if Ambrose proved to be a lackluster champion.

But the newness of the New Era still felt like a slow

burn, and didn’t really launch until the brand split

was announced in July.



Daniel Bryan and Shane McMahon on the July 19th edition of

Monday Night Raw -- the first night of the 2016 brand split.



The brand split exploded the prodigal Shane narrative

into the story of a complete company re-org, and the

draft of talent to either RAW (under the leadership of

Stephanie and Mick Foley) or Smackdown (under

Shane and Daniel Bryan) was like shuffling the deck,

forcing everyone out of their stagnant old storylines

and into new conflicts and partnerships. RAW took
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on the feel of the flagship pageant every week, still at

three hours and showcasing of the generation’s most

iconic talent. Charlotte and Sasha Banks have

pioneered a new, badass women’s narrative with cage

and iron woman matches. Kevin Owens and Chris

Jericho have found a way to evolve their lone

wolf/douchebag heel personas into a strangely

adorable friendship. Rusev and Lana continue their

reign as a legendary foreign heel duo, and Roman

Reigns has found a way to own his deeply troubled

gimmick. RAW has also, for better or worse, taken on

the challenge of trying to sell the mainstream

audience on the cruiserweights, a collection of

smaller international wrestlers who were a runaway

hit during their NXT-style tournament on the WWE

Network. The cruiserweight division has had a rough

start on RAW, but is showing signs of narrative

progress with the arrival of a very bitter heel Neville

to the mix.

But the New Era's true revolution has occurred on

Smackdown. Once little more than a filler show,

Smackdown under Shane and Daniel Bryan suddenly

became the renegade brand, a venue for fiery, offbeat

outliers Becky Lynch and Alexa Bliss, to dominate

the women’s division, and painfully stale faceprint

wrestlers, the Usos, to burn down their limiting

gimmick and rebuild it from the ground up as thugs

with grudges and tremendous fashion moxie. The

voice of Mauro Ranallo, who narrates the play-byplay like the natural-born sports announcer he

actually is, comes like an answered prayer after years

of little more than utilitarian commentary. And Daniel

Bryan has perpetrated one of the most subtle, devious

heel turns in memory, weaving it into the central

threads of Smackdown’s corporate narrative: once a

renegade outlier who shouted “Yes!", Bryan has

rapidly evolved into the Smackdown GM role of

corporate yes-man on both Smackdown Live and

Talking Smack. Unlike the lagging cruiserweight

division on RAW, Smackdown’s story-within-a-story

segment is this feisty and inventive interview show

hosted by corporate Daniel Bryan and charismatic

and hilarious Renee Young, which is sometimes a

bigger draw than Smackdown itself. An outlet for the

oft neglected art of the extemporaneous promo,

Talking Smack has proven to be a platform for

memorable and even game-changing shoot promos,

like The Miz’s rage-filled, personal takedown of

career-shortened, medically-uncleared Daniel Bryan,

after yes-man Bryan dared to assert the smack that

long-suffering Miz wrestled like a coward.
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The New Era has been characterized by innovations,

as well as by a return to more old-school wrestling

tropes, like the Braun Strowman strongman squash

match series, and the emergence of iconic underdog

Sami Zayn to compliment Strowman’s Goliath with a

much beloved David. Of course the New Era hasn’t

been without its booking snafus, like Enzo and

Rusev’s feud based on babyface Enzo doubling down

to crass and awkward indecent exposure with Lana,

or the chinless James Ellsworth comedy act that

refused to die and arguably weakened AJ Styles’

Smackdown title run. But the New Era and brand

split have made for a year in which WWE was worth

following, and that’s actually a rather generous

compliment for a company that had been in a rut of

senselessly burying talent and undermining all of its

storylines. The New Era felt like a passing of a torch,

from the generation that excelled at Attitude Era

shock value to a generation that views wrestling's

classic and artistic potential as the source from which

to draw new material, and that felt like progress.



“What I describe as

WWE's carny-corporate

aesthetic has spilled out of

the ring and into the arena

of "real" global politics.”

But as the year came to a close, and in perhaps the

most monumental swerve in professional wrestling

history, Donald Trump was elected president of the

United States of America.

This was truly an unprecedented moment: not only

was a WWE Hall of Famer becoming the leader of

the free world, he postured during the election and its

controversial aftermath like a combative heel, making

larger than life facial expressions as he called out his

detractors, cutting bombastic Twitter promos on his

foes, and formulating a foreign policy that might best

be described as a crotch chop to the rest of the world,

all before even taking office. With Trump now

appointing Linda McMahon to head the Small

Business Administration, a strange new reality seems

to have taken root. What I describe as WWE's carnycorporate aesthetic has spilled out of the ring and into

the arena of "real" global politics. Professional

wrestling has always been politics, but now politics
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has lost its own veil of kayfabe and has evolved into

professional wrestling.



Donald Trump and Bobby Lashley shaving Vince McMahon's

head bald at WrestleMania 23 in 2007.



As critics of a carny art form that is widely regarded

as “fake", the "real” election of Heel Trump has

thrown our theoretical framework into disarray.

We’ve always gritted our teeth and accepted a certain

degree of callous and cutthroat “best for business”

decision-making by WWE because we can see it as

part of professional wrestling’s historical narrative.

Wrestling is inherently delusional and selfdestructive, those carnies are a different breed,

they’ve all had too many concussions, we might as

well go ahead and enjoy what they do for us. But a

president styling his gimmick after Million Dollar

Man Ted DiBiase is a level of bizarre that has us

questioning our complacency with this company,

whose intent must now be examined more closely.

We’re now less willing to give WWE credit for

acknowledging the existence of independent

wrestling, and more willing to consider the point of

view recently expressed by NJPW superstar Kenny
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Omega: that WWE’s embrace of independent

wrestling is in fact an effort toward a monopoly on

the core talent that keeps the independent promotions

afloat. And even more ominously, in a time when

issues of identity have everyone triggered on a daily

basis, we must necessarily doubt the supposed

harmlessness of WWE’s tendency to toy with themes

of race, gender, and nationality. I mean, all of that

stuff is now connected by cash and cronyism with a

heel president; we critics would be lame to bury our

heads in the sand about it. In other words, we’re not

saying we’re boycotting the company exactly, since it

is the biggest player in the industry we write about,

but we do assert that “best for business” has taken on

an ominous new meaning for us in the Trump Era.

So while 2016 ushered in WWE's New Era and all of

its fresh potential, it was also the year that convinced

us at The Spectacle of Excess to step back from this

convenient corporation for a while, so we can observe

and get our bearings in this strange New Era. Instead,

we are shifting our focus to the art of wrestling in its

bigger independent picture, rather than continuing to

fixate on the over-packaged product WWE makes so

convenient for us to consume. We’re looking forward

to 2017, a year in which wrestling theory and

criticism will enjoy its own New Era with a face turn

toward puroresu, lucha libre, and the many offerings

of the American independent wrestling scene.

■



Shinsuke Nakamura takes a Boma Ye from Omega in their

New Year's Dash tag match.



“It seems as though we’re headed towards a monopoly, if I

were to speak honestly. WWE is hiring people just to hire

them. That’s fine, and I’m happy for whoever’s happy to

collect a paycheck from them. A lot of my good friends are

now receiving work and receiving money. But sadly, a lot of

those people are signing with WWE just to ride the pine. You

can’t put all these guys on TV. On one end, you have these

mom-and-pop indy superstars getting TV time, and people all

around the world are able to see the art of what they do. And in

a lot of cases, they’re enjoying it, which is fantastic. I’m really

happy about that.

But as everyone gets picked up, as all these independent

promotions have to shut down and close their doors because of

WWE scooping everyone up, everyone’s going to lose an

Nakamura poses with Triple H at his official signing announcement option. And that guy you saw for that one tournament, you’re

not going to see him anymore. You can’t put him on TV,

in January.

there’s only so much time. So eventually, people are going to

run out of options. I want to be one of the options for people. You want to go eat a McDonald’s hamburger? That’s cool. McDonald’s

can be good. Do I like them every day? Do I want to eat McDonald’s seven days a week for every meal? Probably not. Eventually,

I’m going to want to go someplace for a triple-A grade steak. I may not necessarily have the traffic flow of McDonald’s, but guess

what? The quality is there, and it’s for the distinguished wrestling viewer. People who are wanting something more out of their

programming. That’s what I want to provide for people in 2017.”



– Kenny Omega, in conversation with Austin Heiberg of Uproxx in December 2016
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orld Wrestling Entertainment revenues

grossed $542 million in 2014 and $659

million in 2015. 2016 will be another

gargantuan year for WWE with revenue in excess of

$700 million. WWE’s narrative is simple: escalating

TV rights plus explosive WWE Network revenues

equals massive success.

And it’s true that WWE has experienced a windfall of

television rights over the past decade. In 2006, WWE

earned about $93 million for their TV programming.

That number grew 2.5x times to $231 million by

2015.

Meanwhile, the real story on the consolidated

“Network + Cannibalized” segments of business is

murkier. When you look at this group (specifically

WWE Network, traditional Pay-Per-View, WWE

Classics on Demand, Home Entertainment/Home

Video, Digital Media/WWE.com/Online

PPV) there has not been steady growth. These

segments earned a combined $170 million in 20072008 but slipped down to about $120 million by

2010-2011.
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The WWE Network launched and quickly grew into a

major revenue stream ($70 million in 2014, $140

million in 2015, estimated $170 million in 2016).

Meanwhile, cannibalized segments have whittled

down to less than $50 million for 2016. Yes, on a net

revenue basis, WWE is able to

achieve record net revenues. However, profitability

tells a very different story.

From 2006 to 2010, average OIBDA (operating

income before depreciation &amp; amortization) was $84

million. The high was $94 million in 2010 and low

was $74 million in 2006. From 2011 to 2015 WWE

averaged $35 million OIBDA with a high of $63

million in 2012 and low of negative $15.5 million in

2015. WWE expects 2016 will finish between $80

million and $84 million. While that would be the

highest OIBDA in five years it will certainly not set a

company record. WWE has gone from achieving

double-digit OIBDA as a percentage of net revenues

(18% average between 2006-2010) to single digit

(7% average between 2011-2015). 2016 will be an

inflection point as this year, WWE hopes to hit about

12% OIBDA %.
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